With over 12 years of success, elumicor is leading the electronic discovery industry with innovative approaches for analyzing electronic evidence involved in litigation disputes.

The combination of elumicor’s proprietary software, along with the level of services offered is unmatched in the electronic discovery industry. Elumicor handles a variety of data volumes for any type of case - antitrust, environmental, class action, employment, regulatory, and intellectual property.

Elumicor’s service offerings span the electronic discovery reference model (edrm), allowing for a holistic approach to e-discovery.

Effectively manage the identification, collection and processing of Electronically Stored Information (ESI) for proactive litigation readiness as well as efficiently administer and assess legal holds with elumicor’s indexing client.

For review and analysis, elumicor offers clients proprietary software coupled with stellar project management. CoreDynamics® (the processing engine), and CoreView® (the review tool) are the flagship software products that enable efficient review and analysis of electronic data sets involved in litigation. Elumicor leads the industry with enhanced tools and functionalities that bring ease to the e-discovery environment. Owning and operating our own software allows for customization and flexibility for our clients at no additional cost.

Typical elumicor clients are those that exist in highly litigious environments and tend to have similar lawsuits in various jurisdictions.

Elumicor seeks long-term, sustainable relationships with clients that allows for true efficiency and cost savings, and allows clients to focus on their core competencies. We offer the most economical solution in the industry without having to compromise technology or service.

We encourage you to explore what sets us apart.
Our philosophy
• Elumicor’s business model is focused on long-term, sustainable partnerships. We excel at offering integrated services that provide responsive, economical, and innovative results while allowing our clients to focus on their core competencies.
• We believe in having one client 100 times, rather than 100 clients, one time.
• We believe in helping our clients effectively and economically manage their e-discovery processes. It’s all about you, not us.

Customization
• Because of our unique business model, we offer customized features and services to best fit your needs. That may include fine-tuning project management parameters, as well as custom fields in CoreView® at no additional cost.

Unrivaled customer service
• Our clients have direct access to project managers who are intimately familiar with the client matter at hand.
• Our customer care program is focused on offering support any time it is needed to keep your team productive.

Data repositories
• Increase your efficiency by building repositories of data that you can use as many times as necessary. (Opt-in or Opt-out of repository hosting as needed).
• Review tagging remains intact.
• Data in the repository offers certifiable and defendable chain of custody attributes.

We foster a culture of innovation
• We were the first in the industry to offer data repositories.
• We were the first in the industry to offer automatic potentially privileged identification, with our very own AutoPriv®.
• We were the first US E-Discovery provider to offer CoreRedact™, an automated redaction tool allowing redaction and review to occur simultaneously.
• We have always offered flat-fee pricing arrangements, an approach that is now being adopted in the industry.

A Few Accolades
• Elumicor Ranks 53rd of the Top Software Companies on the Inc. 500|5000 List (Overall Ranking is #641)
• Elumicor Named Top 50 Best Places to Work by the San Antonio Business Journal
• Elumicor Featured on Moving America Forward with William Shatner and Doug Llewelyn
http://vimeo.com/38037299

"Our clients love to work with us because we bring ease to the discovery process, and most of our future business is based on referrals."
Lisa McComb, President and COO

Elumicor’s proprietary software, CoreView®, offers corporate legal, outside counsel, and professional review teams a fast, efficient tool for meeting eDiscovery requests. With its customizable, intuitive interface, CoreView® requires minimal training, allowing you to focus on review.

The de-duplication features of CoreView® integrate both Equivio and Content Analyst to provide capabilities unmatched in the industry. CoreView® can identify metadata duplicates, near duplicates, conceptual duplicates, and the last message in email threads. CoreView® can accomplish this for electronic data, and it provides the same functionality for paper documents. This allows you to shrink the population of documents to be reviewed, and ultimately, to grow the bottom line.

As a full-service vendor staffed by experienced professionals, elumicor provides you with the confidence of fast, accurate results, freeing you to focus on your core competencies.

**Task Management**

CoreView® includes the most advanced task management system in the industry. It allows project managers to assign documents to reviewers by folder, custodian, concept, categorization, and email set.

- CoreView® provides project managers with immediate access to the total documents per reviewer, the total pages assigned, the number of documents reviewed, the percentage reviewed, the number of assigned documents remaining to be reviewed, and the review basis.

- CoreView’s® task summary provides an up-to-date status of all reviewers for a project

- NEW! Tasking for redactions. Use CoreView’s® new feature, CoreRedact™, and allow users to verify redactions by task.

**Advanced Search Capabilities**

CoreView® provides users with the ability to perform detailed searches using keywords, fielded metadata, boolean searches, and analytic concepts. This ensures that all relevant documents have been identified for review.

- Create searches that use concept searches in conjunction with keywords and metadata.

**Automated Document Categorization (ADC)**

CoreView’s® ADC provides questionably relevant documents per issue and sets aside non-relevant documents reducing document collection to relevant data only.

**Automatic Detection of Potentially-Privileged Information**

CoreView® includes AutoPriv®, a unique potentially-privileged identification engine. AutoPriv® reduces risk, review time, and associated review costs. The privilege processor accurately identifies greater than 95% of privileged documents, and with minimal “training,” 100%. With AutoPriv®, privilege review can begin as soon as documents are loaded.

- Privilege hit-highlighting allows for quickly identifying privilege basis, even in the metadata.

- Auto-next feature allows users to quickly identify privilege information within the data set.

**De-duplication**

CoreView® reduces document review time by identifying the following types of duplicate documents both horizontally (over the entire document collection) and vertically (by custodian):

- Metadata duplicates. These types of duplicates contain both identical metadata and identical content.

- Near-duplicates. These types of duplicates contain a significant percentage of duplicate content (typically 65% or more, but this can be customized).

- Conceptual duplicates. These types of duplicates contain
identical content, but do not have identical metadata. e.g., identical Microsoft Word documents using different fonts.

- Email message threading. View the last message in thread for accurate review and tagging of email threads.

With CoreView®, you can tag any duplicate, and all duplicates will receive identical bulk tagging.

Comprehensive Security

CoreView® provides comprehensive security features. All actions in CoreView® are fully audited, including actions such as attorney review tagging, searches, and redactions.

- Multi-level security and permissions for reviewers, project managers, administrators.

Document Review

CoreView® has full-featured document review capabilities.

- Attorney review is 100% configurable. Set parameters for display order as well as field usage for each user/group.

- NEW! 100% hit-highlighting color TIFF review.

- Native file review.

- Parent/Child review. Tag any document in a range and all documents receive the same tagging.

- Bulk tag review. Tag all documents in a folder at the same time.

- Static and dynamic folders.

- Unlimited number of custom issues and user-defined categories.

- Color TIFFS aid in accurate, faster review.

- Redaction and review can occur simultaneously.

- All redactions are auto presented as a task for approval.

Repositories

CoreView® repositories offer significant savings, both in time and money, for discovery requests that involve the same electronically stored information (ESI) or subsets of that ESI. As each discovery request is processed, the ESI and tagging pertaining to that request is permanently maintained in the repository. CoreView® repositories provide the following benefits:

- Reference any other related project in a repository and import documents with review tagging intact.

- Documents only have to be reviewed once; yet can be reused in as many discovery requests as needed.

- Documents are consistently reviewed and tagged from request to request.

- All documents in a repository offer certifiable and defendable chain of custody attributes.

- Repository features are optional. When used, significant savings are incurred.

Productions

The CoreView® production process provides:

- Complete production history tracking. Reprint productions as needed.

- Electronic or printed production.

- Triple protection from inadvertent production of potentially-privileged documents.

Reports

CoreView® offers a robust selection of dynamic and interactive reports including privilege logs, review metrics, and redactions, as well as audit reports, catalog reports, and other related data.